Mask performance you can trust

Swift LT

ResMed’s Swift masks have helped
millions of users around the world discover
the benefits of a nasal pillows system.

NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

With Swift LT, less is certainly more.
Its minimalist design masks many innovative
features to enhance your experience
of lightness and freedom—with stability.

Swift™ LT
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

LESS IS MORE
Minimal contact and optimal stability
Freedom to move and sleep on your side
Super-quiet and personalised comfort

Your mask comes with a comprehensive
user support package, which includes
a handy bag for storage and travel and
a user guide with fitting and care instructions.

Swift LT—the latest generation
nasal pillows from ResMed,
leaders in mask technology
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User Information

Minimal contact and optimal stability

Freedom to move and sleep on your side

Super-quiet and personalised comfort

• Sheer minimalism—Swift LT is unique
among nasal pillows systems. Inspired by user
feedback, ‘less is more’ goes beyond design—
it’s a total experience.

• Perfect for side-sleeping—the streamlined
narrow mask, made of ultra-soft material is
unobtrusive when you sleep on your side.

• Incredibly quiet—this mask could well be the
quietest* among nasal pillows, dispersing air
gently through the fine vents. The innovative
vent design directs air away from you and
your partner to give you both a restful sleep.

• Minimal contact, optimal seal—the first
nasal pillows with ResMed’s proven dualwall technology. The pillows rest on a flexible
cushion base maintaining seal, while you barely
feel them on your face.

• Perfect for turning over—headgear with flexible
stabilising elements gently holds the system
in place when you turn over on your side or on
your back, and move during sleep. The new
slim buckle at the back of the head is soft and
designed for your comfort.

• Light all the way through—the entire mask
provides a sense of ‘less is more’. The headgear
is shaped to feel secure, not tight. Lighter than
standard tubes, the Swift LT tube minimises
‘pull’ on the mask.

• Keeps pace with your movement—the
cushion base enables the dual-wall pillows
to move in different directions without
compromising seal or creating leaks.
This gives you more freedom to move.

• Choice of tube direction—the advanced
design of the optional tube retainer enables
you to choose the most convenient tube
direction and keeps the tube in place there.
• Click-fit comfort—the click-fit adjustor
selects the most comfortable angle for
the nasal pillows to suit your profile. It
adjusts the pillows in small increments
until the mask feels just right for you.
*

Swift™ LT
NASAL PILLOWS SYSTEM

Only 25 decibels when tested as per ISO 3744:1994 at 10 cm H20

